Earth Science Outside – Geology and Heritage Tooele County
Stansbury Island - EARTH’S SYSTEMS.
Meet at the commuter parking areas immediately SOUTH of Exit 84 of I-80-W.
October 10, 2019 – THURSDAY

Credit: Earth Science Education, www.earthscienceeducation.org
Genevieve Atwood and Peg Alderman, leaders.

Photo: ESE-y19-byAtwood-Approaching Exit 84 of I-80
Note Morton-Thiokol’s white piles of salt. Note features of landscape, a
landscape some would say is featureless. Not so!!
Everything relates to everything!
Tectonics ... GSL... salt.
PLAN for Thursday October 10, 2019
BIG CONCEPT… JOY to be outside. Although Oct 10, 2019 will be cold.
JOY to see Earth systems outside!
Why is Great Salt Lake is salty? Where does the salt comes from? WIll it run out?
Model flows of matter, specifically The Water Balance” of Great Salt Lake.
CONSERVATION OF MATTER.
Exercise 1. Where am I? Sense of Place. Landmarks.
Exercise 2. Earth’s Systems- Observe patterns for each.
Geosphere = Solid Earth
Hydrosphere = Water Earth
Atmosphere = Gaseous Earth
Biosphere = Living Earth… including humans.
Exercise 3. Interactions of Geosphere – Hydrosphere (and hydrosphere – geosphere).
Discuss interactions among the 4 subsystems of Earth’s systems.
Memorize: TECTONICS and EROSION are driven by Earth’s two sources of energy: from the sun and
from Earth’s interior.
Erosion primarily, energyfrom the sun, secondarily by from interior from Earth’s interior; Tectonics
primarily by energy from Earth’s interior.

This year we focus on the Fifth Grade Earth Science curriculum.
We revisit it again and again. AUDIO will be posted - www.earthscienceeducation.org
EARTH’S SYSTEMS...
PATTERNS of Earth’s features are due to processes of TECTONICS and EROSION.

Exercise 1. Where am I?
GOAL: encourage a sense of place.
Familiar landmarks can enhance a sense of direction AND they can encourage a sense of place.
Tooele County and Tooele Valley have landforms (physical features on Earth’s surface) that are recognizable
landmarks (places that give direction).
What is your favorite physical feature seen from our meeting place and why? My favorite is Farnswoth Peak,
for Philo T. It’s easy to spot with its towers and the shorter peak just north of it.

DRIVE NORTH approximately 7 mi to a significant cross roads and the turnout to Broken Arrow salt works.
AUDIO - perhaps... if not, please look for patterns of the GEOSPHERE, hydrosphere, atmosphere, biosphere.

EXERCISE 2. Repeat to remember... remember to repeat.
1.
SYSTEMS… surround us! Exercise 1… I spy with my little eyes… systems!
2.
EVIDENCE of Earth processes.
3.
INTERACTIONS between two of Earth’s four systems (geosphere – hydrosphere)
4.
PATTERNS of Earth’s features associated with EROSION and TECTONICS… example of flows of
materials due to processes acting on Earth’s surface.
One way to do this exercise with students...
First: ask students to say what they see, to just look around and notice... near and far. Often this will be
vegetation, also clouds and colors. Some oberservations may be smell and what they hear as well as what they
see.
Second: remind them that Earth is a system (like a car, or computer, or house, or...) and the four subsytems are:
the geosphere - solid Earth
hydrosphere - water Earth
atmosphere - gaseous Earth
biosphere - living Earth (including humans)

EXERCISE 3. All systems have subsystems that interact.
Based on students’ observations... list four or five observations for each... geo hydro atmo bio.
THEN -- Draw arrows that show interactions.
MAPS have patterns, too. Observe at least two patterns and be curious about what you see.
“I see a pattern...
and it makes me wonder....”

USGS-TopographicMap- 1:100,000 scale, Tooele 1 30x60 quadrangle.

Source: BARGEN showing GPS locations and spreading.

Does this make sense?
If you were Governor of Utah,
would you think your state was
getting wider or shrinking due
to tectonics?

Tectonics
Tooele

Processes driven by energy from
within Earth’s interior.
Includes crustal movements
(plate tectonics), volcanoes and
igneous bodies, earthquakes, and
related phenomena. ,

Basins and ranges of the Basin and
Range region are the product of
1) TECTONICS (specifically
extensional tectonics) and
(2) EROSION /DEPOSITION.

Review:
“EROSION” is shorthand for...
weathering, entrainment, transport, and
deposition.
Big Concept: Conservation of matter.
Erosion and Deposition are a couplet.

Earth’s subsystem interact.
Geosphere = Solid Earth
Hydrosphere = Water Earth
Atmosphere = Gaseous Earth
Biosphere = Living Earth… including humans.
Exercise 3. Interactions of Geosphere – Hydrosphere (and hydrosphere – geosphere).
Look around.
Think about change over time, for example, the changes of the past year due to:
Hydrosphere acting on Geosphere
Biosphere acting on Geosphere
Atmosphere acting on Geosphere.
AND Geosphere action on hydrosphere, atmosphere, and biosphere.

BIG CONCEPT: All systems have flows of energy and matter.
How does water get to Great Salt Lake?
Why is Great Salt Lake salty?

Great Salt Lake - an opportunity to have the water cycle be relevant to

your students.

Consider Tooele Valley and the region of Great Salt Lake.
Where does precipitation fall in Tooele County that your students know from personal
experience? What do they know about streams (surface water) and what happens to those
streams (diversions and ground water)? Are they familiar with fresh water storage areas such
as Rush Lake (that has an outlet via groundwater flow to Tooele Valley)? Minerals are the
building blocks of rocks. Think about the limestone in the Oquirrh and Stansbury Mountains. As
ground water moves through sediments and bedrock, it dissolves and transports minerals from
the rock. Great Salt Lake is salty because the waters that flow to it carry dissolved minerals.
Water evaporates from the lake. The minerals concentrate. USMagnesium’s evaporation ponds
concentrate the minerals via evaporation from pond to pond over a couple years. Then their
smelter at Rowley extracts the magnesium. Other operations on Great Salt Lake concentrate
other salts from the lake. For example, Moreton Salt extracts salt for salt licks for cattle. Broken
Arrow extracts salt for winter road maintenance. Great Salt Lake Minerals extracts potassium
salts for fertilizer. All those minerals were once minerals of bedrock in the Great Salt Lake’s
watershed.

Big Concept:
Closed-basin lakes are saline (salty) if the basin is closed topographically and hydrologically.
Water in the lakes evapoates. But sediments and minerals dissolved in the water do not
evaporate. The sediments settle out. The minerals concentrate. Eventally, when their
concentration exceeds saturation, the chemicals precipitate as salts.
EROSION is the K12-SEEd 5.1 Earth Systems shorthand term for:weathering, entrainment,
transport, depostion. Chemical weathering breaks rocks by disolving them into constituents.
BIG CONCEPT:
The building blocks of ROCKS are MINERALS.
The building blocks of MINERALS are chemical COMPOUNDS and ELEMENTS.
The building blocks of COMPOUNDS and ELEMENTS are atoms.
Chemical WEATHERING disolves minerals of rocks into elements and compounds.
Great Salt Lake has an impressive watershed.
Minerals dissolved by chemical weathering are transported as dissolved elements and
compounds via surface and ground water to Great Salt Lake (left images, below).
At Stansbury Islands evaporation ponds, we see how salts are extracted: evaporation
concentrates the minerals. The lake water’s become saturated, and salts precipitate.Different
salts precipitate at different lake concentrations. Solar energy drives evaporation.
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BIG CONCEPT
Patterns of Earth’s Features are due to both TECTONICS and EROSION.
TECTONICS rules! Then EROSION modifies.

Source: USGS-DEM-conterminous US, pubs.utsgs.gov

Source: Ray Sterner, 1987. Used with permission.

UGS Map 73 - Modified.

